
The Collection #139 EN

Extra for this card: 
Collectables: COL1552 
(Cocktails & Mocktails by 
Marleen), Craftables: CR1583 
(Slimline Grass-Horizons-
Clouds), Creatables: LR0868 
(Scalloped Circles) LR0848 
(Layout M), Mask stencil: 
PS8158 (Picnic Scenery), 
Paper Pad A4, double-sided: 

PK9190 (Fresh Lemonade), Distress oxide ink for backgrounds 
and beach: scattered straw, picked raspberry, vintage photo, 
tea dye, Pigment ink: white, Distress oxide ink for cocktails: 
saltwater taffy, scattered straw, squeezed lemonade, wild honey, 
crackling campfire, Acrylic paint: white and brown, brush

Extra for this card: 
Collectables: COL1552 
(Cocktails & Mocktails 
by Marleen), Creatables: 
LR0869 (Monstera Leaf), 
LR0870 (Palmetto Fan), 
LR0841 (Scalloped 
Rectangles), Cardstock A4, 

double-sided (250 grs): PK9191 (Fresh Lemonade), Distress 
oxide ink for backgrounds and beach: scattered straw, picked 
raspberry, Distress oxide ink for cocktails: saltwater taffy, 
scattered straw, squeezed lemonade, wild honey, Craft tape, 
non-permanent: LR0010 (2 cm wide), Sticky sheet: LR0048, 
Acrylic pain: white, Brush

Monica Galis
@monicreaa

Materials used for all cards: 
Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1167 (zomer en ijs), Stamping ink: jet black, Alcohol markers, Watercolor paper

Working with Hot Foil:
See the instructions for the cards made by Linda Visser.

Die cut the largest scalloped circle from watercolor paper. Colour 
in the background with distress oxide ink scattered straw and 
picked raspberry. Let it dry. 
Then lay the mask stencil on top with the sun at the bottom, so 
that it will be covered by the beach sand. Use white pigment ink 
to create the sun rays. Let it dry. 
Die cut the largest scalloped circle also from watercolor paper. 
Use the wavy edge of CR1583 to cut off 1/3 for the beach. Work 
this part with distress ink vintage photo and tea dye. Make 
splashes/dots with white and brown acrylic paint and a brush.
Take a piece of watercolor paper and mix the following colours of 
distress oxide ink for the cocktails: 
Variant 1: saltwater taffy & scattered straw 
Variant 2: squeezed lemonade, wild honey & crackling campfire 
Variant 3: wild honey & squeezed lemonade 
Let the colours dry before using them in the die cutting 
machine. 
Die cut the cocktail glasses from watercolor paper. Die cut the 
inside of the glasses from the mixed colours of distress oxide 
ink. Die cut the accessories from paper of your choice and stick 
the cocktails together. 
Die cut the largest smooth layout circle from design paper. 
Stick the card together and complete it with a stamped text.

Die cut the largest scalloped rectangle from watercolor paper 
and cut off the scalloped border. Lay the white paper on a sticky 
sheet and cover the bottom half with craft tape or a piece of 
paper. Work the background with the distress oxide ink colours 
picked raspberry and scattered straw and make splashes/dots 
with water, white acrylic paint and a brush. Let it dry.
Take a piece of watercolor paper and mix the following colours of 
distress oxide ink for the cocktails: 
Variant 1: saltwater taffy & scattered straw
Variant 2: saltwater taffy & squeezed lemonade
Variant 3: wild honey & scattered straw
Die cut the cocktails as described for the round card and stick 
them together. Die cut the palmetto fan (LR0870) and the 
monstera leaf (LR0869) from pink card (PK9191). Work the 
edges of the leaves with distress oxide ink picked raspberry. 
Then stick them onto the coloured backgrounds and cut off 
excess paper neatly along the card. Die cut the largest scalloped 
rectangle from a darker pink card colour and stick the card 
together. Stamp the text onto a 13 x 9 cm white strip. Stick a 
matching top-fold card behind the card so that it can stand.



Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1552 
(Cocktails & Mocktails by 
Marleen), Craftables: CR1658 
(Layout Stamps Slimline), 
CR1662 (Hot Foil Hibiscus), 

Stamps+dies set: HT1656 (Hetty Summer – Cocktails), Paper 
pad A4, double-sided: PK9190 (Fresh Lemonade), Shakables: 
LL0069 (Fresh Lemonade), Distress oxide ink for backgrounds 
and beach: scattered straw, saltwater taffy, Marker paper, Sticky 
sheet: LR0048, Transparent sheet: CA3187, Alcohol markers, 
Spellbinders Glimmer Hot Foil System and Hot Foil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extra for this card: 
Collectables: COL1549 
(Eline’s Famingo), 
Craftables: CR1515 (Water 
Lily by Marleen), Stamping 
ink Memento: MD 804 (desert 
sand), Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PB7066 (Eline’s Whitewash – 
used for water border), Card: 

light grey, Mini ink blending tool

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white top-fold card.
Cut 13.5 x 13.5 cm plain light yellow and 13 x 13 cm printed 
yellow design paper. Keep separate.
Die cut the water border from design paper with wood print, 
the inner border from plain light blue and the water from plain 
blue. Work the water border with light brown ink. Stick the 
inner border onto the yellow design paper. Then stick the water 
overlapping at the bottom and the border overlapping at the 
top. Cut off the excess paper neatly along the yellow design 
paper. Stick the layers together and onto the card.
Die cut the flamingoes, the chick and the water lily leaves, stick 
together and then onto the card.
Follow the general instructions.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1504 (Flowers by Marleen – flowers used), COL1550 (Pool/Pond by Marleen), Craftables: CR1605 (Text Labels), 
Creatables: LR0794 (Little Jungle Leaves), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1167 (Zomer & IJs), Stamping ink 
Archival: jet black, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9190 (Fresh Lemonade), Card pad, 15 x 30 cm (250 grs): 
PK9191 (Fresh Lemonade), Florence card: anise (066), fern (0720, black (096), Card: white, Craft tape: LR0014 (double-sided), 
Enamel dots: PL4530 (yellow glitter), Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver), CA3163 (ice blue), Gel pen: white, Pencil: pink 

General instructions:
- Colour the cheeks of the animals with a pink pencil and place a white dot in their eyes with a gel pen.
- Die cut small tropical leaves from two shades of green and white flowers to decorate the card with.
- Die cut a banner, stamp a text and stick onto the card with 3D-tape.
- Complete the card with enamel dots and rhinestones.

Die cut the layout from watercolor paper. This time do not use 
the dies with smooth edges to cut out the boxes. Cut off each 
stamp with scissors or a cutting knife. Colour them in with 
distress oxide ink scattered straw and saltwater taffy.  
Then cut out the layout from white card, this time wíth the dies 
with smooth edges. This way frames are created to cover the 
boxes. The boxes are filled in different ways:
Box with Shakables: stick transparent sheet behind the white 
stamp frame. Stick thin double-sided 3D-tape onto the borders. 
Place Shakables on the coloured background and then stick the 
‘window’ on top.
Box with hot foil: work the coloured background with hot foil 
and the hibiscus plate (see instructions Working with Hot Foil).
Box with cocktails: stamp the cocktails (HT1656) onto marker 
paper en colour them in with alcohol markers in sweet colours. 
Die cut and stick to the card.
Stamp a text in the remaining boxes. 
Cut 21.5 x 9.5 cm plain design paper and tear off the top and 
bottom as shown. Cut 21.5 x 10.5 cm printed design paper. Stick 
all layers to a 22.5 x 11.5 cm white single-fold card.



Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1549 
(Eline’s Flamingo), 
Creatables: LR0868 
(Scalloped Circles), LR0869 
(Monstera Leaf), LR0870 
(Palmetto Fan), Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-
pad, double-sided: PB7066 
(Eline’s Whitewash – used for 

water border), Card: light grey

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1437 (Eline’s 
Mice Family), COL1484 
(Eline’s Beach Fun), COL1512, 
(Flamingo Float by Marleen), 

Florence card: anthracite (095), Card: kraft, light brown, Mirror 
paper: CA3178 (silver), Pearl paper: CA3166 (white)

Cut a 21 x 10 cm white Slimline top-fold card. Cut 20.5 x 9.5 
cm plain light pink design paper and 20 x 9 cm printed yellow 
design paper. Keep separate. Die cut the pool border from pearl 
paper, the inner border for the tiles from design paper and the 
water from plain blue design paper. Stick the inner border for 
the pool onto the yellow design paper. Then stick the water to it 
overlapping at the bottom and the border overlapping at the top 
as per example given. Cut off the excess paper neatly along the 
yellow design paper. Stick the layers together and onto the card. 
Die cut the stairs from mirror paper and stick to the card. 
Die cut the mice, their swimming gear, the splash and the 
flamingo float from different colours. Stick them together and 
then to the card. Follow the general instructions.

Die cut the largest size of the scalloped circles 2x from white 
card and the inner circle from yellow and blue design paper. Die 
cut the water border from design paper with wood print and stick 
to the circle as shown. Cut off the excess paper neatly along the 
top of the water border. Die cut the large tropical leaves from 
two shades of green card. Take one of the white circles and stick 
them to it as per example given. Then stick the circle of design 
paper with the water on top. Die cut the small scalloped circle 
from plain yellow and the circle with smooth edge from printed 
yellow design paper and stick together. Layer the yellow circle 
behind the round white one. Take the other circle and score a 
horizontal line at 3 cm from the top, fold this glue strip over. Cut 
off 5 mm at the bottom to prevent the card from wobbling when 
it stands. Stick the tops of the circles together.
Die cut the flamingo and her chick, stick together and to the 
card. Follow the general instructions.

Linda Visser
@lindacrea 

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1551 (Happy Fruits by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink: black, Pretty Papers design paper 
A4-pad, double-sided: PK9190 (Fresh Lemonade), Cardstock pad 15 x 30 cm (250 grs): PK9191 (Fresh Lemonade), Card in different 
colours

General instructions:
For most colours the cardstock pad PK9191 or the plain reverse side of design paper pad PK9190 was used. 

Working with the Glimmer Hot Foil System:
1. Plug in, turn on the machine and wait for it to heat up.
2. Place etched/wafer-thin die on the heating surface.
3. Press the timer button and wait until it turns solid green.
4. Place Glimmer Foil (shiny side facing down) on the etched die and add desired material and the necessary shims.
5. Then run the foiling sandwich through the die cutting machine.
Instruction videos:
Getting Started with Glimmer – Spellbinders UK (youtube.com)
Glimmer Hot Foil System Machine Compatibility (youtube.com)



Extra for this card: 
Collectables: COL1551 
(Happy Fruits by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1583 (Slimline 
Grass-Horizon-Clouds), 
CR1662 (Hot Foil Hibiscus), 
Creatables: LR0541 (Palm 
Trees), LR0767 (Scalloped 
Squares), Hot Foil System 
(Spellbinders), Text stamps: 

CS1031 (Fruitastic by Marleen), Distress oxide ink: wild honey, 
mowed lawn, walnut stain, tea dye, (Water)paint and brush, 
Paper for inking background (Florence watercolor paper 
smooth white, 300 grs), Hot foil: dark pink, Gel pen: white, 
Fineliner: yellow

Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1617 (Mini 
Slimline 2 Squares), Text 
stamps: CS1031 (Fruitastic 
by Marleen), Transparent 
sheet: CA3187, Shakables: 

LL0069 (Fresh Lemonade), 3D-tape: 3 mm, Gel pen: white

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white single-fold card and stick orange 
paper of the same size on top. 
Die cut the scalloped square and the dotted border (LR0767) 
from design paper. Die cut the smallest square from dark pink 
card, work it with dark pink foil and hot foil plate CR1662 (see 
instructions). 
Die cut an approximately 3 cm high white strip with the small 
square and then die cut the rolling hill (CR1583) along the top. 
Work the strip with distress oxide ink walnut stain and tea dye 
and make splashes with a brush and (water)paint. 
Die cut the palm trees, fruit and accessories from coloured card/
paper. Work the bodies of the pear (with mowed lawn) and 
lemon (with wild honey) with distress oxide ink. 
Stick the card together as per example given and draw accents 
with a white gel pen and freckles with a yellow fine liner. 
Complete the card with a text.

Cut a 14.6 x 7.4 cm white top-fold card and stick design paper of 
the same size on top. Die cut the parts for the card and the fruit. 
Cut 12.5 x 5.8 cm design paper (for the background) and 
transparent sheet (for the windows). Stamp the text. 
Lay Shakables on the background paper where they will be 
visible through the windows. Stick the transparent sheet behind 
the window frame and stick 3D-tape to the borders. 
Stick the card together as per example given and draw white 
accents with a gel pen.

Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1642 
(Alphabet Lower Case), 
CR1661 (Hot Foil Hearts), 
Creatables: LR0868 
(Scalloped Circles), Hot 
Foil System (Spellbinders), 
Distress oxide ink: picked 
raspberry, wild honey, 
Text stamps: CS1030 (Fris 

& Fruitig) by Marleen, Foam sheet A4: LR0063 (white, 2 mm 
thick), Enamel dots: PL4532 (Over the Rainbow), Hot Foil: 
gold-coloured

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white single-fold card and stick dark pink 
design paper of the same size on top. Cut a 3.5 x 13 cm dark 
yellow strip of design paper and a 9.5 x 13 cm light yellow 
rectangle. Tear a 13 cm long orange strip and stick the layers 
together onto the card. 
Die cut the scalloped circle and the dotted border (LR0868) from 
design paper and the small circle from dark yellow card. Work 
the latter with gold-coloured foil and hot foil plate CR1661. Die 
cut the small circle for 1/3 from light pink card as well. 
Die cut the letters from green card and foam sheet and die cut 
the fruit from coloured card. Work the strawberry (with picked 
raspberry) and banana (with wild honey) with distress oxide ink. 
Stick the card together as per example given and draw white 
accent with a gel pen. Stamp a text and complete the card with 
enamel dots.

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1605 (Text 
Labels), Creatables: LR0833 
(Tiny’s Poinsettia), LR0868 
(Scalloped Circles), Text 
stamps: CS1141 (Wensen 
voor U), Decoupage sheet 
Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0218 
(3D-Squirrel), Pretty Papers 
design paper A4-pad, double-

sided: PB7067 (Eline’s Winterdreams), Card: ice blue, brick red, 
dark green, salmon, Metallic paper: CA3173 (copper) 

Cut a 15.2 x 15.2 cm navy blue top-fold card and stick three 
squares on top: white card of 14.5 x 14.5 cm and design paper of 
14 x 14 cm and 12 x 12 cm. 
Cut the two largest dies of the scalloped circles at the same time 
from brick red card. Die cut a white circle and cut out the picture. 
Stick to the card with the picture in 3D. Stamp the text onto a 
label of design paper. 
Die cut the poinsettia from dark green, salmon and metallic 
paper. Work the leaves with snowtex and complete the card with 
white die-cut snowflakes.

Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl 

Materials used for all card:  
Die cut and embossing machine, Craftables: CR1660 (Fijne Feestdagen vierkant by Marleen), Card: white, Snowtex



Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1605 (Text 
Labels), Creatables: LR0779 
(Anja’s Poinsettia), LR0868 
(Scalloped Circles), Text 
stamps: CS1141 (Wensen 
voor U), Decoupage sheet 
Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0218 (3D 
Squirrel), Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: 

PK9184 (Winter Hygge), Card: dark brown, brick red, dark green, 
salmon, Circle cutter, Enamel dots: PL4532 (Over the Rainbow)

Extra for this card: 
Creatables: LR0558 (Tiny’s 
Peanut Garland & Branch), 
Distress ink: scattered straw, 
stormy sky, black soot, 
Decoupage sheet Mattie’s 
Mooiste: MB0219 (3D Snow 
Owl), Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PK9184 (Winter Hygge), Card: 

dark blue, Pen: black

Use the circle cutter to cut two 15 cm Ø dark brown circles. Score 
a horizontal line onto one of them at 2.5 cm from the top and 
stick the top part to the other circle. Cut off a straight piece on 
the bottom of the second circle so that it can stand. Cut a 14 cm 
Ø white circle and a 13.5 cm Ø one from design paper. Die cut 
the two largest dies of the scalloped circles from brick red card 
at the same time. Die cut a white circle and cut out the picture. 
Stick them to the card with the picture in 3D. 
Die cut the poinsettia form dark green, salmon and white card. 
Work the leaves with snowtex and decorate the poinsettia with 
an enamel dot. Stamp the text onto a text label of design paper 
and complete the card with die-cut snowflakes.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm dark blue top-fold card and stick 14 x 14 cm 
white card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper on top. 
Cut 10.5 x 10.5 cm plain design paper and die cut the text square 
from darker plain design paper. Stick the picture to the card in 
3D. Die cut the branch and peanut garland from plain design 
paper and work with snowtex. Die cut the birds from white card 
and colour in with distress ink scattered straw, stormy sky en 
black soot. Place a white dot in their eyes. 
Complete the card with die-cut snowflakes.

Extra for this card: 
Craftables: CR1478 (Poinsettia 
by Marleen), Collectables: 
COL1440 (Kerstmarkt), 
COL1451 (Mini Village), 
Distress ink: rusty hinge, 
picket fence, Pretty Papers 
design paper A4-pad, double-
sided: PB7067 (Eline’s 
Winterdreams), Card: medium 

blue, dark blue, dark green, light green, black, Metallic paper: 
CA3172 (silver), Soft glitter paper: CA3144 (platinum), Enamel 
dots: PL4520 (snowflakes), Nuvo vintage drops: dusty rose, Pen: 
black, Wax: white gold

Cut a 15 x 15 cm medium blue top-fold card, 14 x 14 cm white 
card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper. Stick them together. 
Cut 10.5 x 10.5 cm plain design paper and die cut the text square 
from darker plain design paper. Cut an 8.5 x 8.5 cm white square 
and die cut the centre from design paper. Die cut the houses 
from dark blue card, work them with distress ink picket fence. 
Die cut white roofs, stick them to the houses and stick soft 
glitter paper behind the windows/doors. Die cut dark green trees 
and work them with snowtex. Die cut a dark green Christmas 
tree and work the baubles with nuvo drops and the star with 
wax. Die cut the lantern poles from metallic silver, the snowman 
from white and black card and the scarf from plain design paper. 
Colour the nose with distress ink rusty hinge and the eyes and 
buttons with a black pen. Cut 8.5 x 3.5 cm white card and tear 
into a border of snow and stick it in front of the houses. Die cut 
the poinsettia from plain design paper and dark green card. 
Work the leaves with snowtex and place an enamel dot onto the 
flower. Complete the card with die-cut snowflakes.


